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ABSTRACT

This work presents a low�cost stereo vision system aimed
to the real�time detection of generic obstacles �without
constraints on symmetry or shape� on the path of a mo�
bile road vehicle�
Thanks to a geometrical transform the perspective e�ect
is removed from both left and right stereo images� The
di�erence between the results is used for the detection
of free�space in front of the vehicle� The output of the
processing is displayed on both an on�board monitor and
a control�panel to give a visual feedback to the driver�
The system was tested on MOB�LAB experimental land
vehicle� which was driven for more than ���� km along
extra�urban roads and freeways at speeds up to 	� km
h�
and demonstrated its robustness with respect to shadows
and changing illumination conditions� di�erent road tex�
tures� and vehicle movement�

� INTRODUCTION

The techniques used in the detection of obstacles may
vary according to the de�nition of �obstacles�� If
�obstacle� means a vehicle� then the detection is based
on a search for speci�c patterns� possibly supported by
other features� such as shape ����� symmetry ��	�� or the
use of a bounding box ���� In this case the processing
can be based on the analysis of a single still image�
Conversely� if we intend as obstacle any object that

can obstruct the vehicle
s driving path or anything rais�
ing out signi�cantly from the road surface� obstacle de�
tection is generally reduced to the determination of free�
space instead of the detection of speci�c patterns� Thus
in order to be fast and robust with respect to camera
calibration and vehicle movements� the detection of a
generic obstacle is reduced to the determination of the
free�space in front of the vehicle without any �D world
reconstruction this reduces the traditional problems of
stereo vision techniques� namely the detection of corres�
pondences between two stereo images �or � images in
case of trinocular vision �����
This work is organized as follows� section 	 presents

the basics of the underlying approach used to remove
the perspective e�ect from a monocular image and its
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application to the processing of stereo images� section �
describes how obstacle detection is performed� while sec�
tion � ends the paper with an analysis of the results�

� THE UNDERLYING APPROACH

��� The Inverse Perspective Mapping

The Inverse Perspective Mapping �IPM� is a well�
established technique �	� �� ��� �� that allows to remove
the perspective e�ect when the acquisition parameters
�camera position� orientation� optics����� are completely
known and when a knowledge about road is given� such
as a �at road hypothesis� The procedure aimed to re�
move the perspective e�ect resamples the incoming im�
age� remapping each pixel toward a di�erent position
and producing a new 	�dimensional array of pixels� The
resulting image represents a top view of the road region
in front of the vehicle� as it were observed from a signi�
�cant height�
Two Euclidean spaces are de�ned�

� W �
n
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o
� E� representing the �D world

space �world�coordinate system�� where the real
world is de�ned
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o
� E� representing the 	D image space

�screen�coordinate system�� where the �D scene is



Figure 	� The original and the remapped images

projected�

The image acquired by the camera belongs to the I
space� while the remapped image is de�ned as the z � �
plane of the W space �according to the assumption of a
�at road�� The remapping process projects the acquired
image onto the z � � plane of the �D world space W�
acting as the dual of a ray�tracing algorithm ���� Fig� �
shows the relationships between the two spaces W and
I� In order to generate a 	D view of a �D scene� the
following parameters must be known�

� viewpoint� the camera position is C � �l� d� h� � W
� viewing direction� the optical axis �o is determined
by the following angles�

� �� the angle formed by the projection �de�ned
by versor ��� of the optical axis �o on the plane
z � � and the x axis

� �� the angle formed by the optical axis �o and
versor ��

� aperture� the camera angular aperture is 	�
� resolution� the camera resolution is n� n�

After simple algebraic and trigonometric manipula�
tions �	�� the inverse transform g � W � I �the dual
mapping� is given as follows�������
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The image acquired by a camera and its remapping are
shown in �gure 	 The information contained in a mon�
ocular remapped image has already been successfully
used to determine the road markings ��� even in critical
shadow conditions on the other hand� the remapping of
stereo pairs can deliver information about the presence
of elevated obstacles or� in general� of a non��at portion
of the road�

��� Stereo Inverse Perspective Mapping

Assuming a �at road and no obstacles in front of the
vehicle� the IPM algorithm can be used to produce an
image representing the road as seen from the top� Using
the IPM algorithm with appropriate parameters on ste�
reo images� two di�erent patches of the road surface can
be obtained� Moreover the knowledge of the parameters
of the whole vision system allows to bring the two road
patches to correspondence� This means that� under the
�at road hypothesis� pairs of pixels having the same im�
age coordinates in the two remapped images represent
the same point in the road plane�

� OBSTACLE DETECTION

As seen in the previous section any di�erence in the two
reorganized images represents a deviation from the as�
sumption of �at road� and thus identi�es an obstacle�
The �at road hypothesis can be veri�ed computing the
di�erence between the two remapped images� a generic
obstacle �anything raising out from the road� is detected
if the di�erence image presents su�ciently large clusters
of non�zero pixels having a speci�c shape�

In fact� in the di�erence image obstacles are generally
represented by two triangles� generated by the two dif�
ferent angles of view of the stereo system ���� as shown
in �gure �� The obstacle detection process is based
on the localization of pairs of these triangles� Unfor�
tunately due to the texture� the irregular shape� and the
non�homogeneous brightness of real obstacles� the detec�
tion and localization of the triangles become more di��
cult� Nevertheless in the di�erence image some clusters
of pixels with a quasi�triangular shape are anyway recog�
nizable� even if they are not clearly disjointed� Moreover�
in case two or more obstacles are present in the scene
at the same time� more than two triangles appear in the
di�erence image� A further problem is due to partially
visible obstacles which produce a single triangle�

A polar histogram is used for the detection of triangles�
given a point F in the z � � plane of theW space �called
focus� the polar histogram is computed scanning the dif�
ference image and counting the number of overthreshold
pixels for every straight line originating from the focus

F � Calling C
�L�
xy and C

�R�
xy the projections of the two

cameras onto the road plane� when F is placed in the

middle of C
�L�
xy C

�R�
xy � the polar histogram presents an ap�

preciable peak corresponding to each triangle� Since the
presence of an obstacle produces two disjoint triangles
in the di�erence image� obstacle detection is reduced to
the search for pairs of adjacent peaks� The use of shape�
amplitude� and closeness of peaks allows to join the ones
belonging to the same obstacle� thus obtaining the angle
of view for each obstacle� Moreover the use of both the
di�erence image and the positions of peaks allows to es�
timate the obstacles distance�

The whole process is shown in �gure �



�a� �b� �c� �d� �e�

Figure �� An homogeneous ideal object� a� left view b� right view c� remapped left view d� remapped right view e�
di�erence between �c� and �d� showing in light grey the area not seen by both cameras
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Figure �� Obstacle detection in case of two vehicles with di�erent shape and color in front of the stereo system� �a� left
image �b� right image �c� left remapped image �d� right remapped image �e� di�erence image �f� polar histogram
showing four maxima corresponding to two objects�

� IMPLEMENTATION

Due to the speci�c �eld of application� the response time
of the system is a major critical point� since it a�ects
directly the maximum speed allowed for the vehicle� For
this reason the PAPRICA system �PArallel PRocessor
for Image Checking and Analysis� ��� has been used for
low�level processing� PAPRICA is a low�cost special�
purpose massively parallel architecture composed of 	��
PEs working in SIMD fashion� developed in coopera�
tion with Politecnico di Torino� Italy� The scheme of the
whole system is represented in �gure ��

The image remapping is performed in hardware by the
PAPRICA system �a �	�� �	� pixel image is reorgan�
ized in less than � ms�� which is also capable to acquire
pairs of images coming from two di�erent cameras at
video rate �	� full frames�s or �� image �elds�s as in
the current implementation��

The successive processing� aimed to determine the dis�
parities between the two remapped images� is still per�
formed in parallel by the PAPRICA system� it is based
on a pixelwise di�erence followed by a threshold and a
simple morphological opening ��� aimed to the removal
of small�sized details in the thresholded image� The cur�
rent implementation on PAPRICA system runs in about
	� ms�

Conversely the polar histogram and the detection of
its maxima are computed by a traditional serial system
and the results are displayed on an on�board monitor
and� in a more condensed format� also on a led�based
control panel to generate a visual feedback to the driver�
Since the last computation is data�dependent only an

estimate of the average processing time required by the
host computer can be made� ranging from 	� to �� ms�

� CONCLUSION

In this work a technique for obstacle detection has been
presented� The main innovative contribution of this
work is the use of the IPM technique to simplify both low
and medium level processing steps� The whole system
was tested with images acquired by the stereo vision sys�
tem installed on�board of the experimental vehicle MOB�
LAB �the experimental MOBile LABoratory developed
by the Italian research units within the PROMETHEUS
project�� It was driven for more than ���� km� along
extra�urban roads and freeways� under di�erent tra�c
and illumination conditions� at speeds up to �� km�h�
During the tests the system demonstrated to be reliable
and robust with respect to noise caused by shadows� dif�
ferent road textures� and vehicle movements� Figure �
shows some results obtained in a number of di�erent
situations �with none� one� or two obstacles with di�er�
ent shapes and colors� they are displayed with black
marker superimposed on a brighter version of the left
image the marker
s position encodes both the distance
and width of obstacles�
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